ACL

Protection and Performance Enhancement
for Agility Handlers, Part 2
By Barbara Fink, Anita Keetch,
and Denise Apperson

The ACL Protection Program
for Agility Handlers includes
six components:
• Warm-up
• Stretching
• Strengthening
• Balance
• Plyometrics
• Cool down

For each 20-minute exercise session, the warm-up, stretching, and cool-down
components are required. You can pick and choose among several different
exercises within each component to fit your time budget and for some variety.
You can break your 20-minute exercise session into several parts and combine
it with activities that you already do, or build new routines for the times that
you typically stand around waiting for things to happen in class or at a trial.
For example, you could do your warm-up and stretching before you walk the
course. How many of you spend 10 minutes standing around the edge of the
ring waiting for the final course tweaks and the okay from the judge? You could
be doing a 3-minute warm-up instead, which will decrease your stress and
improve your focus when you start your walk-through. When you warm your
dog up, you can do some plyometrics (see below) or strengthening exercises
with him, which will get both of you ready to run. You and your dog can cool
down together after your run.
PHOTO BY WWW.MATTALLISONPHOTOGRAPHY.COM

Warm-up
The purpose of the warm-up is to elevate your body and muscle temperatures to prepare them for vigorous activity. Your warm-up
should consist of at least 3 minutes of aerobic activity. That means you should have an elevated heart rate, increased body temperature,
and perhaps be lightly perspiring when you are finished. All of these exercises can be done with your dog.
Forward jogging

Grapevine

A slow, steady pace is sufficient.

This exercise requires some fancy footwork. The grapevine step, often seen in dance or aerobics
classes, is sideways running while crisscrossing your legs. Start in a neutral, athletic stance with your
feet shoulder-width apart. Step right and to the side with the right foot. Cross the left foot in front
of the right foot. Step right again to the side with the right foot. Next cross the left foot behind the
right foot. You’ll then be in position to start again. Repeat the sequence as space allows and then head
toward the left in the same manner. Move slowly until you get used to the rhythm.

Backward jogging
You can get some additional balance
work with this activity.

Skipping
Just like when you were a kid. Get those
knees up! This is a great warm-up
activity because it involves your entire
body.
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Stretching
Is it better to stretch before or after exercise? Experts are still debating this issue. If you are a particularly inflexible person, you
may want to stretch after your 3-minute warm-up. Spend no more than 15-20 seconds holding the stretch on each muscle group.
Otherwise, we generally recommend that you stretch after your full workout.

Standing hamstring stretch:
Handler’s back is arched as she
leans forward into the stretch.
Her right foot is relaxed. The
arrow marks the area where
you should feel the stretch in
your right leg.

Quadriceps stretch:
Handler’s back is straight.
You should use something
for balance during this
stretch.

Sitting hamstring
stretch: Handler’s
back is straight
and she is bending
forward slightly
from her hips.

Hamstrings (back of the thigh)

Quadriceps (front of the thigh)

While standing, hold onto something for balance. Put your right foot forward and
bend at the left knee and hip, keeping your right foot and ankle relaxed. Arch your
back and lean forward. This stretch can also be done in a sitting position. Sit down
with both legs straight out in front of you. Bend your left knee and bring your left
foot toward your right thigh as far as you can. Keep your right leg straight. Keep
your back straight and slowly lean forward.

While standing, hold onto something for balance. Hold
your right ankle behind you with your right hand.
Bring your heel toward your buttock. Keep your right
knee pointing toward the ground. Keep your right leg
close to your left. Don’t bend at the waist and don’t
arch your back.

Gastrocnemius (calf)
and soleus (Achilles tendon)
While standing, put your right foot back with your toes
pointing forward, your knee straight, and your heel on
the ground. Place your left leg in front of you and bend
at the knee. Keep your back straight and lean forward
until you feel a stretch in your right calf. Repeat with
your right knee bent as well as the left and you will feel
the stretch closer to your Achilles tendon. This stretch
is also known as the runner’s stretch.

Hip flexor stretch: Handler’s
knee, back, and shoulders are
aligned. She is not bending
from the waist. The flexor is
stretched when she pushes
her hips forward.

Gastrocnemius stretch:
Note that handler’s right
heel is down and her right
foot is pointing forward.
She is leaning into the wall
to stretch her calf.

Gluteus stretch:
Handler’s back is
straight as she leans
forward, and her left
toes are lifted for extra
stretch in her right
buttock.

Soleus stretch: For the
Achilles stretch, the right
knee and ankle are flexed
but the overall body
position remains the
same as the calf stretch.

Butterfly stretch: You can
use your elbows to gently
push your knees downward
as you stretch the hip
adductors and internal
rotators.

Hip flexors
(front of the hip)

Gluteal
(buttocks)

Hip adductors and
internal rotators (groin)

Kneel on your right knee holding onto
something for balance. Bend your left knee
and place the left foot in front of you flat on
the ground. Tuck your buttocks under while
keeping your back straight and shoulders
up. Don’t arch your back. Push your hips
forward until you feel a stretch in your right
front hip area.

Sit down on the floor with your knees up and
your hands behind you with elbows straight to
keep your torso upright. Place your right ankle
over your left knee. Lean forward, keeping
your back straight, and scoot your left foot
back until you feel the stretch in your right
buttock. Lift the toes of your left foot off the
floor for more stretch.

Sit on the ground with the soles of your feet
touching each other and your back straight.
Hold your ankles with your hands and bring
your feet as close to you as you can. With your
elbows, lightly push your knees toward the
floor until you feel a gentle stretch and hold.
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Strengthening
Strengthening exercises help increase muscular power and endurance. They are quite important in helping prevent injuries to the
ACL. These exercises can be done at home so you can work your muscles to fatigue, or they can be done in shorter sets at a trial.
They should be executed with some deliberation; speed is not a goal here.

Lunge strengthening
exercise: Handler’s
hips and shoulders are
aligned, and her left
knee does not extend
past her left toes even as
she drops her right knee
into the lunge.

Both knees are in line
with the handler’s feet.
When doing the lunge,
don’t let your knees
collapse inward.

Bridge strengthening exercise:
Note alignment of the handler’s
ankle, knee, and hip.

Lunges

One-legged bridge

Begin by standing upright with your feet together, back straight, and
head tilted up. Now slowly take a giant step forward with one leg,
bending both knees. The weight on your back foot should come up
from your toes, and the knee on your back leg should come very close
to, but not touch the floor. Your front leg should bend to 90° at the
ankle, knee, and hip, keeping the knee in line with the ankle. The front
knee should never extend past the front foot’s toes! Bear the weight of
your body through the heel of the front foot. Push up with the front
leg until your feet are back together in the starting position. Keep your
torso centered over your hips. Then lunge forward with the opposite
leg. Try to do 2 sets of 10 lunges each side.

Lie on your back with your arms relaxed over your head, knees bent,
and feet flat on the floor. Lift your pelvis with both legs and then
straighten your left leg while maintaining the bridge position. Do not
let your left hip drop. Keep your pelvis high and in line with your knees
and shoulders. Then lower your pelvis until your buttocks touch the
ground and return to the bridge position. You should aim for 2 sets
of 20 lifts on each side.

Stairs
Walking or jogging up and down stairs is a good activity. Try walking
backward or sideways up and down the stairs for additional balance
benefits. If you are feeling frisky, try the grapevine step on stairs.
Remember to switch your lead leg every flight or so. You should aim
for 1 minute or the equivalent of 10 flights.

Balance
Balance exercises are critical to the types of movements that agility competitors use in the ring. If our eyes are properly on our dogs,
we can’t be looking at our feet. You can do balance exercises at any time, including at work, at home while watching TV, or while
playing with your dog at class or at a trial. The effects are cumulative. We’ve suggested some simple exercises below, but you can
probably come up with more. If something is a challenge to your balance, then it is a good balance exercise.

Toe stand

Single-leg pillow stand

With your knees straight and feet slightly apart, stand up on
your toes. Hold for as long as you can. Your goal is to hold
this for 45 seconds or more.

Stand up straight on a rolled dog blanket or pillow. Lift one
foot off the ground by bending your knee behind you and
close your eyes. Hold for as long as you can. You can start
with your eyes open if needed. To increase the difficulty,
do mini-squats while your eyes are closed. You can also
purchase a Dyna DiscTM that is made for this purpose.

Single-leg stand
with eyes closed
Stand up straight, lift one foot off the ground behind
you by bending your knee, and close your eyes. Hold for
as long as you can. If your foot drops to the ground for
balance, switch to the other foot. Try to hold each side
for 30 seconds or more.

Dog tug balancing
Get your dog and a tug toy. Stand up straight, lift one foot
off the ground by bending your knee behind you, and
hold the tug while your dog pulls on it. If your foot touches
the ground for balance, switch to the other foot.

Single-leg balance exercise: Notice
that handler’s knees aren’t touching
and her arms are at her sides.
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Plyometrics
These exercises will help improve explosive power, balance, and coordination. They should be executed quickly. They can be done
at home so you can work your muscles to fatigue or in shorter sets at a trial.

Calf jumps

Land softly with
your knees over your
toes and try to stick
the landing.

Broad jump:
Note starting
position for this
exercise.

Stand erect with your arms semiextended overhead. This vertical
jump requires minimal knee
flexion. Your calf muscles should
create the vertical push. Your
arms should extend fully at the
top of the jump. This relatively
low-intensity movement can
reveal abnormal knee motion
in athletes with poor side-toside knee control. Try to land
softly on your toes with your
knees over your second toes. Do
these in front of a mirror or with
a partner to make sure your knees
aren’t collapsing in upon landing,
or that one foot lands sooner than
the other. Your goal is to do as
many jumps as you can in 15-20
seconds.

Calf jump: Handler
is preparing to jump
vertically. The push for
this jump should come
from the calves.

Broad jumps with stick landing
Prepare for this jump in a tucked athletic position with your arms fully
extended behind you at the shoulder and your knees bent. Begin by
swinging your arms forward then jump both horizontally and vertically
at approximately a 45° angle to achieve maximum horizontal distance.
Stick the landing with your knees flexed to approximately 90° in an
over-exaggerated tucked athletic position. Do not add distance to the
jump at the expense of technique perfection. It is better to focus on
the landing than distance. Your goal is to do 10 of these.

GAME ON!
Nina Ottosson's range of interactive games have been designed to stimulate
a dog's brain while reinforcing his relationship with people. Each design has
a unique mechanism that requires mental as well as physical dexterity to work
through the challenges and reveal hidden food rewards. The games can be set
to different levels of complexity to satisfy all ages and types of dog.
So whether you have a pup that's just getting started or an experienced
problem solver like Lassie, there's a Nina Ottosson game to suit him.

®

www.cleanrun.com

Dog Tornado
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Dog Brick

Dog Magic

Dog Spinny
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Barrier jumps (double leg)
In this exercise, you will be jumping from front to back, then
side to side, over a barrier. We recommend that in the beginning
that you use a folded dog leash; a rolled towel creates a more
challenging barrier. Your goal is to jump in each direction for about
20 seconds. Stand with your feet close together and your knees slightly
bent behind the barrier. Jump forward over the barrier keeping your knees
bent and staying close to the barrier. When landing on the other side of
the barrier, immediately jump backward to your initial position. Repeat
this sequence as quickly as you can while maintaining proper form. Keep
your eyes up as much as possible. You can improve speed and efficiency by
learning to maintain core center-of-gravity control, by landing lightly on
your toes, and by preparing for the change of direction before you land.
Jump directly over the barrier and not around the sides. Next stand with
your feet close together and your knees slightly bent on one side of the
barrier. Jump sideways over the barrier while keeping your knees bent and
staying close to the barrier. When landing on the opposite side, immediately
redirect back to the initial position. Repeat this sequence as quickly as you
can while maintaining proper form. Remember to land softly while keeping
your knees over your second toes. Don’t perform a double hop on the side of
the barrier. Early in the training, you may focus on the barrier, but as your
technique improves, try to shift your visual focus away from the barrier;
lift your head and look forward.

180° jump: Handler
is preparing to jump
vertically and spin to
her right. Notice that
her knees are flexed
and positioned over
her toes.

A

B

Barrier jump, side to side: Handler is
preparing to jump to her left over the
barrier. Notice that her knees remain
over her toes during this exercise.

Lunge jump: The
starting position
for the lunge jump
is the same as the
lunge strengthening
exercise. In this figure
the handler has
pushed vertically up
from her front support
leg (her left leg). Her
arms are raised to
increase the vertical
jump. The landing
position will be the
same as the starting
position.

Lateral jump: In A, the handler is landing with more
weight on her right leg, while in B she is landing with more
weight on her left leg. When landing and taking off, keep
your knees over your toes and don’t let your knees collapse
inward.

180º jumps

Lateral jumps

Lunge jumps

Stand erect with your feet shoulder-width
apart and your arms slightly up and out from
your sides. Initiate this two-footed jump with
a direct vertical motion combined with a 180°
rotation in mid-air, keeping your arms up to
help maintain balance. When you land (facing
the opposite direction), immediately reverse
the jump. The goal is to achieve maximum
height with a full 180° rotation. Your body
should be fully extended and your arms over
your head at the top of the jump. Try to jump
and land in the same footprint. Your goal is
to do 10 of these jumps. This exercise also
supports balance and strengthening.

Training yourself to pivot off one foot to
change direction without allowing your knee
to fold inward is critical for the protection of
your ACL. This drill is one simple way to work
on this skill. Stand in a slightly tucked position
with your feet shoulder-width apart. Jump
sideways toward the outside foot and land in
a slightly tucked position. You can land on
both feet or keep the inside foot up and poised
for a subsequent jump to the other side. Keep
your pelvis forward, your legs open, and your
knees above your toes. Do this in front of a
mirror or with a partner to make sure your
knees aren’t folding inward as you land. Your
goal is to do as many of these as you can in
30-45 seconds.

Start in an overextended lunge position with
your hips pushed forward and your front knee
positioned directly above the ankle and flexed
to 90°. Your back leg should be fully extended
at the hip and knee and providing minimal
support for the stance. Jump vertically off
your front support leg while maintaining the
starting position during flight and landing.
The push for the jump comes from the front
support leg. When landing, both feet should
hit the ground at the same time. Repeat
the jump as quickly as possible while still
achieving maximum vertical height. Your goal
is to do 10 on each side. This is a challenging
exercise that might not be appropriate when
you first start this program.
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Cool down
You probably already do a cool down with your dog
following a run. You and your dog can walk for 3 to
5 minutes, and you should do longer-hold stretches
(30 seconds or more for each side) for another 5 to 6
minutes.

Summary
Agility is a competitive sport that requires the types of high-risk
movements that most commonly result in knee injuries. Women
athletes are more prone to knee injuries than men. In this article
we have presented an ACL protection exercise program that is
modified from the one developed at the University of Utah Sports
Medicine Center. The 20-minute program is designed to fit into
your busy training and trialing schedule, and it doesn’t require any
specialized equipment. Our goal is to help the average agility handler
to understand her risks, help her become stronger and more flexible
so she avoids injury, and improve her success in the ring.
The authors would like to thank Dr. Robert Burks from the University
of Utah Sports Medicine Center for his support and participation in
the development of the ACL protection program at the University
of Utah. D
Barbara Fink, PT, DPT, OCS, is a physical therapist at the University of Utah Sports
Medicine Center, and the program director for the U of U’s ACL protection program. She
has a special interest in injury prevention and sports performance for female athletes.
For more information on the complete U of U ACL protection program, contact Barbara
at Barbara.fink@hsc.utah.edu.
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Help Clean Run look at the risks of our sport in a measured and
analytical way by participating in our Agility Handler and Dog
Health Survey at http://survey.cleanrun.com
Results of the survey will be shared with the agility community.

Anita Keetch, MS, ATC, has been a certified athletic trainer for 17 years in the Salt Lake
City Area. As an independent consultant, she has trained and advised recreational, high
school, and collegiate athletes on injury prevention and rehabilitation.
Denise Apperson, Ph.D., lives in Austin, Texas, with five Smooth Fox Terriers and three cats.
She competes in agility, flyball, and conformation. She tore her right ACL at her first agility
trial in 2002, and had surgery later that year. She trained and trialed with knee pain for
over a year until she incorporated the ACL protection exercises into her routines.

Rugged, Soft-Sided Dog Crates
That won’t break the bank!
Midwest Canine Camper and Day Tripper
• No-pole design lets you set up or collapse the crate in seconds
• Made of easy-to-clean woven 600 denier, water-resistant
polyester and black PVC mesh
• Reinforced flat-top design allows you to put items on top
of the crate without risk of collapse
• Stows away completely flat
• Multiple sizes for dogs of all sizes and shapes
• 2 models to choose from to suit your needs
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